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Birefringence Induced by the Spatial Dispersion in Deep UV Lithography:
Theory and Advanced Compensation Strategy
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Birefringence induced by spatial dispersion (BISD), also called intrinsic birefringence, can cause a serious deterioration
of the optical imaging quality of deep UV lithographic objectives at wavelengths below 193 nrn. Recently the
mathematical formalism for analyzing those aspects of the BISD effect that are relevant for optical design has been
published. In this paper we give an equivalent but simplified derivation of these results. This mathematical formalism is
then applied to optical system design and a compensation strategy is discussed. An example of an optical system is
given where the phase retardation caused by the BISD effect has been corrected. ~ 2005 The Optical Society of Japan
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1. Introduction paper we present a different theoretical approach to the
Th h f b. f .. rt . t f BISD subject which allows us to simplify the derivations and

e p enomenon 0 Ire nngence m ce mn ypes 0 ..
C tal h b kn l' th thr t . It to obtam fully eqwvalent analytic expressions of the final
rys s as een own lor more an ee cen unes. was .

fi t di d b Barth 1. al.t t. 1 1 . d b fonnulae for CUbIC crystals (§3). In the final fourth Section
rs scovere y 0 mus, qu I a lve y exp mne y .

H d 1 1 d .b d . al.t tI. b we present our calculatIon method for the BISD and the
uygens an marve ous y escn e m a qu I a ve way y ...'.

Fre 1 A fi l' d t .l' th h f b. fri compensatIon of Its detrimental effect on the Image quahtysne .nn loun a Ion lor e p enomenon 0 Ire n- . l.th hi b..b . d b 1 . M 11' .m a I ograp c 0 ~ective.
gence was 0 tmne y app ymg axwe s equations to
crystalline media with specific symmetry properties. In this 2 B. f .. C ..1 . 1 d .. b. 1 d h b. fri .Ire nngence m rystalhne Media
c aSSlca escnptIon, cu IC crysta s 0 not s ow Ire n-
gence and, indeed, for most purposes they can effectively be We will use the macroscopic electrodynamic approach4)
considered as being isotropic. to analyze birefringence in crystals. The macroscopic

It was Lorentz who first suggested the presence of Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field quantities
anisotropy introduced by spatial dispersion in cubic crystals in a medium are written as
as early as 1878.1) This observation was made again2) on the 1 aD 41f
basis of a microscopic investigation of quadripolar transi- rot B = -_a + -jext.. al d thb . f . 1 ct c
tIons m cryst s, an on e asls 0 macroscopic e ectro- di D -4
dynamics.3) The detailed analysis of this problem was v -1fi~; (1)

carried out by Agranovich and Ginzburg.4) They showed, for rotE = ---
instance, that cubic crystals possess seven optical axes (the .c at
three main crystallographic axes and the four body diagonals dlvB = O.

of the cube). In this respect cubic crystals can be called Here E is the electric field strength, D and B are 'the electric
heptaxial. and magnetic induction. The quantities jext and Pext are the

A number of experimental and theoretical studies were external current and charge densities which are sources of
carried out in the 1970's on the birefringence effect induced the external electromagnetic field. These equations are
by spatial dispersion in semiconductors.4) Because of the supplemented by the relation between the electric induction
very small size of the effect and the absence of any practical D and the electric field E. This material equation can be
applications these investigations were not done in much written in the framework of macroscopic electrodynamics in
detail. the following general fOnD

Recent publications by Burnett et al.5,6) demonstrate the t
great practical importance of the phenomenon. The bire- Di(r, t) = f dt' f dr' Bilt -t' , r -r')Elr' , t') (2)
fringence induced by spatial dispersion has been measured -00

and calculated for CaF2 and BaF2 in the ultraviolet spectral where Bij(t, r) is the dielectric tensor of the medium, and the
range. It was shown that the magnitude of the birefringence Einstein summation convention has been used.
induced by spatial dispersion (BISD) in these cubic crystals Here we have used the principle of causality according to
is sufficiently large to cause serious problems when using which the induction at time t is only determined by the
CaF2 for precision UV optical systems at wavelengths as present field and the field at previous times t' ~ t.
short as 157 nm.6) The birefringence effect is extensively We Fourier transfonn eqs. (1) and (2) assuming that
described and quantified in these references. However, some
aspects would profit from a further analysis. In "§2 of this Ei(r, t) = f dw f dkEi(w, k)ei(kr-wt) (3)

*E-mail address: a.serebriakov@tnw.tudelft.nl For the other quantities we use the same notation as well.
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Then we obtain where s is the unit vector in the direction of k and n(w, s) is

c the corresponding refraction index. The dispersion eq. (13)
D(w, k) = -; (k x B(w, k)), (4) can be conveniently written in the form

k .D(w, k) = 0, (5) I 2 ( W )In (w S)(8.. -s.s. ) -e.. w -n (w S)sc ' IJ '1 IJ 'c ' (16)

B(w,k) = -(k x E(w,k)), (6) 4 2 I 0 ,w = eijSiSjn -[(eijSis»eU -eileljsiSj]n + eijl = .
k .B(w, k) = 0, (7) This is the fundamental equation of crystal optics. In

and classical crystal optics eij = eijw) and eq. (16) becomes

D{w, k) = e.{w, k)E.(w, k), (8) quadratic with respect. to n2. This reduced form is frequently
I IJ 1 called F~esnel' s equation.

where summation over the index j, appearing twice, is For our purpose, it is more convenient to investigate the
assumed. dispersion eq. (14) because we can use the property that the

We can also introduce the inverse dielectric function electric induction D is always transverse for normal waves.
matrix eijl(w, k) and write This means that we can choose a coordinate system whose z-

Ei(w, k) = e:-:-l(w, k)D{w, k). (9) axis is directed along s and then the ve~tor D will have only
IJ J two components, Dx and Dy. By setting SI = S2 = 0 and

Writing eqs. (4)-(7) we have used the fact that in our case S3 = 1 the wave equation and the dispersion equation have
external current and charges are absent. The spatial the following form
dispersion is determined by the parameter ak or by the 2 D = -1 D (17)
somewhat more descriptive parameter a/A, where a is a m a eap p,

characteristic dimension (the radius of "the region of Im28aP -e;;J I = m4 ~ (ell + e21 )m2
influence", radius of molec~lar action, etc.) and A is the + e-le-1 -(e-l)2 = 0 (18)
length of the electromagnetic wave. In a condensed non- 11 22 12

metallic medium the radius a is about the order of the lattice where we introduced the notation
constant. Therefore, the parameter a/A is very small, even in 1
the optical or ultraviolet range of the electromagnetic 2 = m2; cx, f3 = 1,2. (19)
spectrum. n

Eliminating the magnetic induction B from eqs. (4)-(7) The dispersion eq. (18) has two roots for the quantity m2
we obtain the expression -1 + -1 1

2 ell e22 :f: 1,,_-1 ~-1..2 ., _1..,( -1 -1 )2 4( -1 )2 (20)c2 ~ ml,2 = 2 :2y\eli -e22)- -4~eI2.}-'
D = -2 [k x (k x E)] = -[~E -k .(k .E)], (10)

w w2 and, consequently, we are led to two mutually orthogonal

and, substituting eq. (8) into eq. (10), we find vectors Dl and D2. As is well known,4,7) the existence of two
2 k.k. values of the refractive index n for a given direction of the

[ ~eijW,k) -~ ( 8ij -~ )] EjW,k) = O. (11) wave vector k is the origin of the birefringence effect. The
c2 k2 dispersion eq. (18) has a multiple root mi = m~ if

If we use the matrix eijl(w, k) we obtain (el{ -e21 y -4(e11)2 = 0 (21)

[ W2 ( k.k ) ]28ij -~ 8il -~ eijl(w,k) Djw,k) = O. (12) and the birefringence is absent in this case. Also, it is well

c k known4,7) that in the case of traditional crystal optics, i.e., for

These homogeneous systems of algebraic equations have eij = eijw), the multiple root for m exists for every direction
nontrivial solutions E(w, k) # 0 and D(w, k) # 0, only if the of k only in the case of cubic crystals. For all other crystals
corresponding determinants vanish with a lower symmetry, birefringence is absent only for the

2 wave with the wave vector k oriented along the principal'
l ;eijW,k) -~ ( 8ij -~ )I = 0, (13) optical axis. For hexagonal, tetragonal or trigonal crystals
c k there is one such axis and these crystals are called uniaxial.

and For the three remaining crystal systems, namely the

Iw2 ( k'kl ) I orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic ones, there are two
28ij -~ 8il --"i2 eijl(w, k) = O. (14) privileged normal wave directions for which there is no
c birefringence and the crystals are called biaxial. As shown in

The dispersion eqs. (13) and (14) give the relation between what follows, the situation is more complicated when the
w and k for the electromagnetic normal waves (or spatial dispersion is taken into account, i.e., if the dielectric
eigenwaves) in a given medium for WI = wl(k), where the function matrix depends on both the frequency w and the
subscript I corresponds to the given normal wave. For these wave vector k.
normal waves, we can write the wave vector k in the form

w 3. Spatial Dispersion of Cubic Crystals
k = -n(w, s)s, (15)

c We first write the inverse dielectric matrix for cubic
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crystals in the case of small spatial dispersion in the form and

eijI(w,k) = eij1(w)8ij + .8ijlm(w)k1km, (22) p(w,s) = Po(w) + P1(W,S), (37)

or as where

-1 -1 w2 2 1
eij (w, k) = eij (w)8ij + .8ijlm(W) - 2 n SISm. (23) p(w, s) = 2

( ) (38)

c n W,S

The fourth-rank tensor .8ijlm has only three independent and is the eigenvalue of this equation which should be calculated

non-zero components for cubic crystals with symmetry up to the first order perturbations described by the

classes 0, Td and Oh.4,8) These are perturbation operator L1. L1 has the form

.81 = .8xxxx = .8yyyy = .8=, (24) ,.,2 ,.,2
~ 2 -2 ~ 2 -3

R- -R - .8 - .8 - .8 -R - .8 (25) (L1)i lj' = - 2 n (w, S).8Si 8ij -- 2 n (w, S).8SiSj..(39)
Vi. -/"'= -yyxx -ZzYY -zzxx -/"'xxyy -YYZZ' C C

.83 = .8xyxy = .8YZYZ = .8=. (26) In the framework of perturbation theory, we can change the

Using these expressions the matrix elements of eij1 can be value n2(w, s) in eq. (39) into n5(w) defined by the zero-order

written as approximation. This zero-order perturbation is defined by
( w ) 2 the equation

e~l = e-1(w) + -n [.81S; + .82(S; + S;)], (27) 0 0
C (LQ)ijDj = Po(w)Di, (40)

e~ 1 = 2 ( ~ n ) 2.83SXSy, (28) where 2

1 1
( w ) 2 2 2 2 (LQ)ij= ( e-1(w)+;n~.82 ) (8ij-SiSj) (41)

e; = e- (w) + -n [.82(Sx +~) + .81Sy]' (29) C
C

( ) 2 and, consequently, eq. (40) for the zero-order approximation

e-1 = 2 ~ n .83SxSz, (30) can be written as
Xl c

-1 -1
( w ) 2 .2 2 2 [( e-1(w) + ;n~.82 ) (8ij -SiS» ]DJ = Po(w)D? (42)

ezz = e (w) + ~ n [.82(~ + Sy) + .81~], (31) C

2 By using eq. (5) this equation reduces to the wave equation

e;l = 2( ~n ) .83SySz, (32) for isotropic media, which has the multiple root for po(w)
C equal to

The factor two in the expressions for e~l, e;l and e;l is due 1 w2
to the summation in eq. (22). Equations (22)-(32) allow us Po(w) = 2() = e-1(w) + 2n~(w).82' (43)
to write the expression for the inverse dielectric matrix in the no w C

form Moreover, in the framework of macroscopic electrodynam-

( w ) ( W2 ) ics we can neglect the second term in the right part of
eij1 w,~ns = e-1(w)+-;;in2.82 8ij eq.,(43) because. ~ere.are no possible experiments which

2 2 (33) can help us to distinguIsh the terms e-1(w) and ~n5(w).82'

+ ~ n2.8-s~8.. + 2 ~ n2 .83 s.s. This means that for the refraction index no(w) in the zero-
2 I Ij 2 '1' ...C C order approxImatlon we can wnte

where 2
-no(w) = e(w), (44)

.8 = .81 -.82 -2.83. (34)
hwere

The first term in the right hand side of eq. (33) is the -1 -1 45
isotropic contribution, the second one is anisotropic, but it is e(w) = (e (w)) .( )

expressed in terms of a diagonal matrix; the last term is The existence of the multiple root of Po(w) in the zero-order

purely longitudinal. If we rewrite eq. (14) approximation tells us that the system of eqs. (36) and (37)

[ 8ij -1 ( W )] ( W ) has a degenerate keme19) and we should use for the
~-(8il-Sisvelj w,~ns Djw,~ns =0, calculation of the first order correction to P1(W,s) a so-

called secular equation. This equation will give also the two
(35) -0 .

correct values of Di (w, n(w, s)) resultlng from the removal of
it follows after some simple algebra that the longitudinal part the degeneracy due to the perturbation operator L1. If we

of eij1 disappears from this equation due to the prefactor write the first order correction P1(W,s) as

(8il -SiSV, because the multiplication of this prefactor with 2

the longitudinal part yields zero. P1(W,s) = ~n\w).8P1(S), (46)
We will solve eq. (35) with the aid of perturbation theory c2 0

and rewrite this equation as the secular equation will have the form

(LQ + L1hjDj = p(w, s)8ijDj (36) (sf8ij -sisf)efs) = P1 (s)ei(s), (47)
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~here we introduced the unit vector e in the direction of [001] [Ill]
DO(s). The pair of eigenmodes (eI (s), e2(s)) has been chosen Z

in such a way that in this basis the 2 x 2 matrix associated
with the operator LI becomes diagonal. Because the vector
fiO(s) is orthogonal to the vector s, when the matrix is
computed, the contribution of the terms SiS] vanishes and
eq. (47) can be replaced by

s~ei(s) = PI(s)ei(s). (48)

Because of its complexity, the computation has been done by Y
using computer algebra software. The two solutions for 010]
PI (s), i.e., the diagonal element of the matrix mentioned
above turn out to be the roots of the quadratic equation

-2 222222 )- 3 222 0 (49) [110] PI (s) -2(sXSY + SxSz + SySZ PI (s) + SxSySZ = .[100]

These solutions are -
Fig. 1. Behavior of the eigenvectors in the [IIO]-diagonal plane

p~I,2)(s) = (s;s; + S;s; + s;s;) of an elementary cubic cell.

(50):I: ( 2 _?+ 2 2+ _? 2)2 3 2 2 2
Sx:'y SxSz :'ySZ -SxSySz.

Note that the equation for Pl(S) has only one solution for the alent to eqs. (51)-(56) is discussed in ref. 10.
seven directions of the propagation vector s, mentioned If we define the variation of the birefringence effect with
above, i.e., the three main crystallographic axes and the four propagation direction according to eq. (22) from ref. 6 as
body diagonals of the cube. ilp (s) = p(I)(S) -p(2)(S)

We can also obtain the expression for the eigenmodes of 1 1 1 (57)

eq. (48). The components of the eigenmode e2(s), which = 2 (s;s; + S;s~ + s;s~y -3s;s;s~,
correspond to the eigenvalue p~2)(S), the one with the minus thO al .11h th .., d. t.

Th...IS V ue WI ave e same sIgn J.or every lrec Ion. e

sIgn m front of the square root, have the followmg form , , ., ' bl h f th ' f th b' f ' ongm J.or a pOSSl e c ange 0 e sIgn 0 e Ire nngence

1 ~s2(s2 + s?:) -(s4- + ~)s2 variation shown in Fig. 6 of ref. 6 is related to the behaviore2z(s) ="J2 S; + S; + x y x y x y z, (51) of the eigenmodes el,2(s). This fact can be easily understood
2 r from Fig, I,

-s;(s; -s;) + r Here we show the behavior of the eigenmodes_el,2(s) for
e2x(s) -e2z(s) SxSz(s2 -s2)' (52) two propagation directions in the diagonal plane [110] of the

x 2 y cubic cell containing the [001], [Ill] and [110] directions,

e (s) = e (s) S;(S; -Sy) + r (53) We can see that the eigenmode el(s)_corresponding to the
2y 2z SySz(s; -s;) , larger value of PI (s) lies in the plane [110] for the directions

h '. b above the axis [Ill]. The eigenmode e2(s) is normal to this
were r IS gIven y 1 Th ' ., d ., h d ' , b 1 hpane. e sItuatIon IS reverse J.or t e lTectIons e o~ t e

r = (s2s2 + s2s2 + s2s2)2 -3s2s2s2. (54) axis [111], Here the eigenmode e'2 (s') lies in the plane [110],xy xz yz xyz

, , , , This means that, if we consider the difference of the
For certain dIrectIons s zero denoIll1nators appear and then f t ' ' di b t 1 . d ' th [ -110], .re rac Ion m ces e ween one wave po anze m e

these expressIons cannot be used directly. When eqs. (51)- 1 d th 1 t thi 1 thi d.fti . 11'" pane an on 0 er norma 0 s pane, s 1 erence WI

(54) must be used for a dIrectIon which leads to zero h 't .., d ' t '
b d b 1 th' " .ave an OppOSI e sIgn J.or lrec Ions a ove an e ow e

denoIll1nators, use of a non-smgular directIon very close to '

[111]th ' 1 ' ffi ' .,' al aXIS ,e smgu ar one gIves su Clent accuracy J.or practIc
purposes. Analytical expressions can also be derived for 4 C " 0 t o 1S te D o'. 0 onsequences J.or pica ys m eslgn
these specIal cases, For mstance, for Sx > 0 and Sy > 0, but
Sx is very small we obtain In optical system design, BISD leads to the appearance of

Sz sxsz Sx multiple polarized rays during refraction, There are twoe2x(s) = -j;J' e2y(s) = 2Iszl/f~' e2z(s) = 2j-;;i. basic effects depending on crystal orientation, wavelength,

thickness and shape of the lens. The first BISD consequence
(55) is the optical path-length difference between the two

The components of the eigenmode el(s) corresponding to the orthogonally polarized components corresponding to a ray.
eigenvalue p~I)(s) can be obtained from the equation This path-length difference, resulting in a phase retardation,

( ) ( ) (56) can be visualized in pupil maps for arbitrary field points, Anel s = e2 s x s. , , .,
1example IS shown m Table 1 J.or a one- ens case,

Note that our first order correction to the eigenvalue PI (s) The second consequence of BISD is an angular difference
coincides with that obtained by Burnett et al.6) An in ray paths, In an optical system with N components, for
alternative approach that leads to relations that are equiv- each incident rayon the first surface there are 2N outgoing
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Table 1. Directional dependence of the BISD of a single lens for ray bifurcation and its consequences on energy transmission

the axial object point. The symmetry axis of the lens is oriented are not included).

along the crystal direction given in the first column. The dark tone The second important design issue is the calculation

indicate.s reg~ons with low pha~e retardation and light tone indicates speed. For an adequate estimation of BISD it is necessary to

areas WIth high phase retardation. trace through the system at least 50 pupil rays taking into

Ch Ii. al Phase retardation Pro. II" fth tw . t tales account their Polarization Pro perties (see Table 2). For aosen op c ~ec ons 0 e 0 elgenvec or s
axis depende:ceilover the on the pupil plane lithographic lens with about 50 surfaces this requirement

PUPil drastically increases the time of image quality estimation.

I ~

,:::! ! !:::, ,::::::::~, The third issue is to identify a relevant characteristic

{IOO} :::::::: ::::: li:~~;:'::;~:l measure of the image quality for BISD in DUV systems. In
::::;: ::: ::::I!::::::: ::::1 I optical design it is very convenient to define the influence of

-:::;;:::::Z:- ':::::::::::' BISD on the ima ge q ualit y b y one number. We found that
""1"" ' '-.

11'11" --7"'"' the standard deviation of the retardation (phase difference)

-I over the pupil is a good indicator of the BISD influence. This
==== ., , : : : : I : I, q uanti ty shows a ve ry good correlation with the image-, I 111.1"

~-
1~ 1 l.} 11 quality loss due. to the phase ~etarda~ion. This is co~firmed

IIIO} -'ti!' by the calculatIon of BISD m optIcal systems with and

:= 1,M1 without BISD compensation. An example for a system with
~-- 1IIIII'ii
--:-- II': III NA = 0.75 is given in Table 3. The value of the Strehl Ratio

is computed by taking into account the polarization of light,

-===- 11,11.1." and in the case of NA = 0.75 this value cannot exceed
, 11'11"" 084844 ., .d 1 t. al t B t. th';' " 1111"~"t' .even loran I ea OplC sysem. ycompumg e", ", ""'0' ,..""

{Ill} \~~::::.:;:::~I ::::::::"::~~ Strehl Ratio values with and without BISD we observe that
',t""."'11 """., ..";.,,
~~~::: :: :::~~ :;:;;;:::::~~~~ the standard deviation of the retardation adequately indicates

\"t"'llfl ",,~., '" ..
"tl""1 ~:;:::::~~~~' the loss of Image quality caused by BISD. Therefore, by

,\ I , , " , ,
, -taking the standard deviation of the retardation into the error

, function we can optimize optical systems for improved

imaging quality.
A major obstacle for the BISD compensation is the

rays at the image plane. The bifurcation of the rays causes an possible effect of asymmetry of the pupil map around the

angular difference in ray path between ordinary and center of the pupil. For preserving the symmetry only the

extraordinary rays after each refraction, which results in a three directions {OO 1 }, {II O} and {Ill} can be selected as

ray deviation at the image plane. Thus, instead of one ray an optical axis. The directions {OO I} and {II O} have an

there is a full cone of outgoing rays and the opening angle of advantage over {Ill} because around them the BISD effect

this cone can be called the maximal angular deviation. The hardly changes when ray parameters change, but along

compensation of this effect requires additional consideration {110} we have a maximum of the effect. From the point of

and will not be considered in this paper. view of crystal manufacturing the direction {Ill} is

The first issue in optical system design with BISD is the preferable because for this direction the residual stresses

calculation of the effect itself. Only one commercial optical are minimal. Generally it is possible to select an arbitrary

design program (Code V) supports the calculation of the direction {abc} as an optical axis but in that case both the

effect within a given approximation and allows analysis of BISD compensation and the technological issues may be

the image quality, taking into account the phase retardation much more difficult.

caused by BISD (In the present version of this program the The general strategy of the effect compensation is the

Table 2. Example shows the dependence of the accuracy of BISD calculation on the number of rays.

Number of 5 13 24 49 89 481 973
rays

,
Mean 154.32 149.68 151.17 148.95 151.54 151.04 151.11

retardation
Low

standard
BISD 11.174 10.717 12.075 12.235 13.546 14.136 14.103

deviation

of retardation

Mean 28.176 86.253 76.489 88.437 82.043 85..119 84.729

retardation
High standard
BISD 35.734 59.455 41.456 49.023 51.595 49.944 49.791

deviation

of retardation
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Table 3. Image quality in an optical system with and without BISD compensation.

Strehl BISD uncompensated BISD compensation

Ratio
Field, Strehl mean standard Strehl mean standard

(in the . d . d .. fmm Ratio retardation, deviation of Ratio retar atlon, evlatlon 0
absence . d d . degrees retardation egrees retar ation

of BISD)

0.0 0.811952 0.25678 108.241 40.2502 0.79837 46.2033 4.20398

5.0 0.841904 0.26579 108.028 40.3193 0.80797 44.2758 6.10463

10.0 0.839376 0.27746 107.105 40.5278 0.80280 38.4220 10.7555

14.0 0.836742 0.28396 105.950 40.6184 0.78340 31.5285 15.2787

16.4 0.811973 0.31566 105.552 40.5935 0.78448 27.3252 18.1214

following. It can be observed from Table 1 that, if chosen as
an optical axis, the direction {100} has a 4-fold (90°)

angular symmetry and {Ill} has 3-fold (120°) angular
symmetry. It is thus possible to tune the individual

components to achieve an almost circular distribution of ~ 0 = 0
~-011-0 =-011-90the retardatIon over the pupIl. For this purpose, a combma-

tion of lenses with orientations {OOl}-O° and {001}-45° or
{Ill }-OO and {Ill }-60° can be used. The angles indicate a Fig: 2. BISD compensati?n in a DUV lithographic system. This

. d h .. h th dr ..optical system has a working wavelength of 157 nm, NA = 0.75,

rotatIon aroun t e aXIS WIt respect to e awmgs m. .

22 22 11)Image size x mm.
Table 1. The BISD compensatIon for off-axIs pOInts IS more

difficult, because the distribution of the birefringence is not

symmetric, but in general the behavior for such a field point The consequences of BISD in the optical design for DUV

is comparable to that of the axial point. In all cases we lithography have been considered. A relevant indicator of

studied the compensation for the axial point helps the the effect of BISD on image quality and an improved BISD

compensation for the off-axis points. For off-axis points it correction approach has been discussed. An example of a

would be useful to have software support for the arbitrary high NA lithographic projection system with a high degree

choice of the crystal orientation during optimization. of BISD correction has been presented.
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